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Justice Committee 
 

Criminal Justice and Licensing (Scotland) Bill – Stage 2 
 

Written submission from Consenting Adult Action Network - Scotland 
 

Amendment 516: Control of lap dancing and other adult entertainment 
venues 
  
Consenting Adult Action Network (CAAN) Statement: 
 

'We believe in the right of consenting adults to make their own sexual 
choices, in respect of what they do, see and enjoy alone or with other 
consenting adults, unhindered and unfettered by government.'  
 
'We believe that it is not the business of government to intrude into the 
sex lives of consenting adults.' 

 
Introduction 
  
CAAN wishes to register their opposition to Amendment 516 regarding the 
control of lap dancing and other adult entertainment venues.  
 
It is with no small pleasure that we notice that the amendments regarding 
prostitution have been deferred, partially on the grounds that the topic 
requires more research than the short evidence gathering for amendments to 
the Criminal Justice and Licensing Bill allowed. Prostitution is no doubt a 
complex issue, but lap dancing is equally complex with its duel commercial 
and social taboo implications. We would ask that Amendment 516 likewise be 
deferred pending further research. 
 
1) What is the purpose behind creating this amendment? 
 
There is no clear goal for the Justice Committee to accept this amendment as 
proposed by MSP Sandra White.  
 
The first most obvious reason behind Ms White’s amendment is that lap 
dancing, and indeed all erotic displays, are morally reprehensible. It should 
come of no surprise that this amendment comes from Sandra White from 
Glasgow, the city which states on its application for a sex shop license 
 
(http://www.glasgow.gov.uk/en/Business/Licences/Trading/sexshoplicensing2.
htm): 
  

Be advised that, in the past, applications for a sex shop licence have 
been refused on the grounds that the committee felt that the number of 
sex shops for the locality (ie. Glasgow) should be nil. 

  
Glasgow’s stance on lap dancing, sex shops, and all manner of consenting 
sexual adult behaviour is clear, but it is not Glasgow with which this 
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amendment is concerned – it is all of Scotland. Is Glasgow attempting to 
enforce its morals upon all of Scotland? Or is this Glasgow’s revenge after the 
failure to close the lap dancing clubs in their city? The question of whether it is 
appropriate for a government to enforce morality must be addressed. 
 
A second possible reason for this amendment might be “protection of women”. 
Putting aside arguments about sex causing aggression (because that’s all 
these arguments state, is that pornography, lap dancing, even erotic short 
stories, all serve to make men violent by making them think about sex – and 
these arguments remain unproven), are not the dancers in these clubs 
women too? Is the Scottish Government not obliged to protect the most 
vulnerable members of society, such as these dancers?  
 
If the Scottish Government believes that erotic dancers are victims, how does 
Ms White’s proposed amendment serve to protect them? The answer is it 
doesn’t. Julie Bindel’s 2003 report on lap-dancing found that “Many of the 
dancers were convinced that these [dress codes] are rules imposed by the 
licensing boards, rather than club owners. One dancer commented that “The 
council (sic) make us wear longer clothes that cover up more earlier in the 
evening.” In fact, these rules are imposed by management.” The legislation 
will further isolate the dancers from mainstream society and make them ripe 
for exploitation, a concern echoed in the 2006 Adult Entertainment Working 
Group report. Removing the social pariah aspect of erotic dancing would be a 
good step in allowing any dancer abused by staff or customers to go to the 
proper authorities. 
 
There might be several reasons why the Scottish Government would decide 
to change the law regarding adult entertainment venues, but the reasoning 
behind any changes must be clear to the public. 
 
2) Why is the Scottish Government allowing this legislation to be an 

amendment onto the Criminal Justice and Licensing Bill? 
 
The original consultation on adult entertainment was performed in 2006. If the 
matter was so pressing that it required its own research, why is the matter 
being treated as an afterthought? Surely this is important enough to have as 
its own piece of legislation, or otherwise it would have been included in the 
2010 CJLB from the beginning. The public needs to know why lap dancing is 
being introduced at Stage 2 of this bill. 
 
3) On what research is this amendment based? 
 
While various debates about adult entertainment venues have raged for 
decades, the four pieces most likely to be referenced in this situation would be 
the 2003 Lilith Report on Lap Dancing and Striptease in the Borough of 
Camden, the 2004 Profitable Exploits: Lap Dancing in the UK (commissioned 
by Glasgow City Council, conducted by Julie Bindel), and the 2006 Adult 
Entertainment Working Group (Scottish Executive).i  
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The first piece, most commonly quoted, is riddled with errors. A number of 
anti-sex activists quote the Lilith Report as saying that “Comparing the rape 
and indecent assault figures for 1999, before the establishment of Spearmint 
Rhino and Secrets Holborn, Finchley Road and Euston, and 2002…rape of 
women in Camden has increased by 50%, …[and] indecent assault of women 
in Camden has increased by 57%.” These figures were disproven in a 
Guardian retraction: 
(http://www.guardian.co.uk/theguardian/2009/jan/12/corrections) in January 
2009: 
 
“Three articles cited statistics from a 2003 study which said that the number 
of rapes increased by 50% and indecent assaults by 57% in the London 
borough of Camden after four lap dancing venues opened. According to the 
Lilith Report on Lap Dancing and Striptease in the Borough of Camden the 
statistics were based on information published by the Metropolitan police 
relating to the financial years 1998-99 and 2001-02. The Metropolitan police 
have provided us with the following figures: 72 rapes and 162 indecent 
assaults in the borough in 1998-99, and 96 rapes and 251 indecent assaults 
in 2001-02, which corresponds to a 33% increase in rape and a 55% increase 
in indecent assault ('I was seen as an object, not a person', 19 March 2008, 
page 18, G2; Lapdancing's naked truths, 23 April 2008, page 29). In one 
article it was unclear that the study focused on a limited period; the latest 
figures, for 2007-08, show declines in both crimes from their 1998-99 levels 
('It becomes wallpaper', 17 November 2008, page 12, G2).” 
 
In short, the links between sexual crime and lap dancing clubs is not as strong 
as people quoting the Lilith Report would have you believe. It would be wise 
for the Justice Committee to take any references to the Lilith Report with a 
grain of salt. 
 
The other two reports are more closely related. Both Ms Bindel and the 
AEWG found that working conditions needed improvement in order to protect 
the dancers from exploitationii. Ms Bindel found resistance in club owners to 
dancers joining the GMB (General Trade Union). Corporations are usually 
wary of unions, one example being Asdaiii. Recently in Japan, hostesses are 
unionising to fight for better working conditions iv which shows that working 
conditions are the most important issue for women in these sorts of industries. 
 
Both reports also mention alcohol as being a problem. Ms Bindel flat out 
states “drunkenness” as a problem, whereas the AEWG lists “alcohol induced 
rudeness from clients”. This suggests that alcohol regulation in adult 
entertainment establishments may be a better method of improving the 
dancers’ working conditions.  
 
The AEWG’s public opinion research was more in depth than Ms Bindel’s. Ms 
Bindel interviewed some 20 individuals outside the clubs whereas the AEWG 
had a more standardized poll of 822 individuals. To be honest, I find most of 
the complaints listed in Ms Bindel’s research to be remarkably similar to my 
own personal experience living on the Grassmarket in Edinburgh – a location 
with no lap dancing clubs. Similar complaints about anti-social behaviour have 
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also been documented about stag night apartments in Edinburghv. Again, this 
points towards alcohol being more of a problem than sex, sex work, or lap 
dancing. 
 
Among the numerous recommendations from Ms Bindel were: 
 

• Specific licensing conditions should be introduced to address issues of 
employment practice and working conditions for the dancers  

• Licensing, codes of conduct for dancers and club rules/conditions should 
be regularised  

• The rules of the club and the licence should be prominently displayed in 
all lap dance venues, including at the entrance and on tables and bar 
areas  

• Clubs should be subject to regular, obligatory checks by undercover 
police officers  

• Dancers’ ‘rent’ payment to management should be abolished  
• VIP suites and curtained areas should be eradicated  
• CCTV coverage should be introduced throughout the performance, 

including in the seating areas  
 
Among the recommendations from the AEWG were: 
 

4.3 Performers should not touch, or be touched by, customers. In order 
to remove any doubts about touching, and for the safety of performers, 
there must be a distance of one metre between performer and any other 
person during entertainment activities. 
4.4 There should be adequate health and safety protection for 
performers, including 

1. Dedicated and private changing, washing and toilet facilities, 
separate from public facilities. The Local Authority should 
determine what is adequate given the layout and circumstances of 
the venue. 
2. A minimum temperature of 20°C, confirmed by fixed 
thermometer, in all working and changing areas. 
3. Adequate lighting in all working and changing areas. 
4. All work and changing areas must be kept clean, free from 
obstruction and with surfaces that are fit for purpose. 
5. Adequate and hygienic facilities to make hot drinks and eat 
meals, and a supply of cold drinking water. 

4.5 There should be adequate security to ensure compliance with the 
regulations and prevent illegal activity. 

 
These are all commendable recommendations that would improve the 
working conditions of dancers and make it easier for councils to shut down 
exploitative businesses. 
 
None of these are addressed in the current amendment. 
 
If the points brought up in the research named above are not the ones that 
influenced the design of this amendment, then what is the research that did? 
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4) Further concerns about the reach of the legislation 
 
CAAN approaches the topic from the view that there is a diversity of sexuality. 
Many of the activities involved in alternative sexualities are not specifically the 
aim of this legislation, yet may still fall under its regime. While the AEWG 
report is clear that certain loopholes of location and payment should be closed, 
the “closing” of the “loopholes” means that activities outside of the assumed 
aim of the legislation will be in danger. 
 
We ask the Justice Committee to consider as an example: the recent Torture 
Garden night in Edinburgh (you can view a video review of the event on 
Youtube). The event has many shows, among which were burlesque acts. 
Burlesque is quite in vogue at the moment, and is often considered more 
socially acceptable than lap dancing, even though the two are essentially the 
same. Research conducted replacing “lap dancing” with “burlesque” may 
reveal different results.  
 
Torture Garden also has fashion shows showcasing fetish fashion (think lots 
of rubber). Some of the outfits are quite daring, and may fall under the law. 
Would other fashion shows (say, a lingerie fashion show) fall under the adult 
entertainment description?  
 
The Torture Garden event also had a small dungeon for sadomasochists to 
use. This included equipment which couples used in various ways for their 
own amusement whilst others watched. There is, admittedly, a slightly 
exhibitionist quality to such “public play” among BDSM enthusiasts, but the 
goal of “sexual stimulation” is mainly the sexual stimulation of the “performer”, 
not the “audience”. In most Scottish fetish clubs, the erotic aspect of the play 
would be the only aspect that would qualify the “performance” under this 
description, as most fetish clubs in Scotland do not allow nudity and 
“performers” are not paid. 
 
There is a danger that sadomasochistic play in public space (i.e. a fetish club) 
might be qualified as adult entertainment under this amendment and thus be 
subject to the same hate campaign that prostitution and lap dancing clubs 
face. Further, the need to publicly announce where the club will be will result 
in fewer applications because of the reduced protection of anonymity. People 
can still lose their job for being a sadomasochist, and thus practitioners 
reasonably seek some measure of privacy. If fetish clubs are subject to this 
amendment because it is poorly written, then it will increase the climate of fear 
among BDSM enthusiasts in Scotland. A similar argument can also be made 
for swingers clubs and other clubs for consenting adults. 
 
We also share the Scottish Ballet’s concern that banning all nudity in 
performances will create a deficit in culture in Scotland. It will probably also 
effect acts at the various festivals in Scotland, including the popular 
Chippendale show at last year’s Edinburgh Festival. What about singers and 
rappers that perform with dancers with low-cut shirts and short skirts? Would 
their hip-hop dancers be forced to cover up? Or would only the female 
dancers be forced to oblige because male dancers can bare their chests while 
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female dancers can’t? CAAN extends their question to include the phrase 
“whether by verbal or other means” and asks what other businesses it may 
include (e.g. erotic poetry or stories, phone sex operators, professional 
dominatrixes, pole dancing exercise classes, strip-o-grams, etc.) 
 
5) Conclusions 
 

• Both the goal and timing of this amendment are questionable and must 
be made transparent. 

• Most research suggests that working conditions are of a great concern 
to dancers in clubs – yet this amendment does not address those 
issues. 

• The attempt to close loopholes means that alternative sexualities and 
art will be caught up in red tape and lead to general fear and mistrust of 
the local councils. 

 
CAAN asks that amendment 516 be rejected because it is not fit for purpose. 
 
 
25 April 2010 
                                                 
i CAAN rejects the Scottish Government’s 2009 Safer Lives: Changed Lives on the grounds 
that the statement: “Activities such as pornography, prostitution, stripping, lap dancing, pole 
dancing and table dancing are forms of commercial sexual exploitation” runs counter to Our 
Statement. 
ii Definition of “exploitation” used in this evidence:  
“In different terms, "exploitation" refers to the use of people as a resource, with little or no 
consideration of their well-being. This can take the following basic forms: 

• Taking something off a person or group that rightfully belongs to them 
• Short-changing people in trade 
• Directly or indirectly forcing somebody to work 
• Using somebody against his will, or without his consent or knowledge 
• Imposing an arbitrary differential treatment of people to the advantage of some and 

the disadvantage of others (as in ascriptive discrimination)” 
(http://www.answers.com/topic/exploitation) 

iii  “Asda under threat of prosecution for union busting” Guardian 13 June 2006 
http://www.guardian.co.uk/business/2006/jun/13/politics.supermarkets 
iv  “Charm offensive: the hostess bites back” Independent on Sunday 21 April 2010 
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/asia/charm-offensive-the-hostess-bites-back-
1949638.html 
v  “Neighbours beg MSPs for crackdown on party flats” Scotsman 30 March 2009 
http://edinburghnews.scotsman.com/edinburgh/Neighbours-beg--MSPs-for.5120629.jp 


